Abstract. Possible coexistence of antikaons and hyperons in nuclei and in neutron stars is investigated based on the same interaction model within the relativistic mean-field theory. It is shown that the ground state of multi-strangeness nuclei is given by multi-hypernuclei without bound K − mesons. In neutron stars, on the other hand, kaon condensation appears in hyperon-mixed matter for a moderate K − potential depth, but it leads to significant softening of the equation of state. Some repulsive effect at high density should be taken into account so as to be consistent with recent observations of massive neutron stars.
Introduction
It has long been suggested that meson-baryon system with multi-strangeness should play an important role in exploring new aspect of hadron physics. For high-density matter in neutron stars, kaon-condensed phase in hyperon-mixed matter (abbreviated to Y +K phase) has been considered, and its implications for astrophysical phenomena such as structure and thermal evolution of neutron stars have been discussed [1] . Recently we have studied multi-antikaonic nuclei (MKN), where several K − mesons are bound in the nucleus, based on a relativistic mean-field (RMF) model for baryon-baryon (B-B) interaction, combined with the effective chiral Lagrangian for kaon-baryon (K-B) and nonlinearK-K interactions [2] . (Similar results have been obtained for the MKN in [3] , where kaonic part of the Lagrangian corresponds to that obtained by the lowest-order expansion with respect to the kaon field.)
In this paper, K − mesons and hyperons are taken into account together in a unified way for both nuclei and neutron stars based on the above model interaction: We study possible coexistence of K − mesons and hyperons in nuclei as the ground state of multi-strangeness nuclei [4] . We also obtain onset density and the equation of state (EOS) of the Y +K phase in neutron stars, and compare kaon properties in such highly dense matter with those in finite nuclei. a e-mail: takumi.muto@it-chiba.ac.jp This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 4.0, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
Relativistic mean-field model combined with effective chiral Lagrangian
In the RMF, B-B interactions are mediated by exchange of the , * , , , and mesons.K-B andK-K interactions are introduced from the nonlinear effective chiral Lagrangian [5] . In our model, the original s-wave scalar and vector contact interactions between the nonlinearK field and baryons are replaced by those generated by the scalar , * mesons-exchange and vector , , and mesons-exchange, respectively. The K − mesons are assumed to be condensed in the lowest-energy state. The K − field is then given classically as K(r) ≡ K − |K − |K − = f (r)/ √ 2, where (r) is the chiral angle and f (= 93 MeV) the meson decay constant. After this prescription, the kaonic part of the Lagrangian density is represented as
where m * 2
] is the square of the effective mass of the K − , reflecting the decrease in the kaon mass due to the K − -B scalar interaction, and The values of the coupling constants for nucleon (N )-N interaction, g N , g N , g N , are determined so as to reproduce not only the properties of normal nuclear matter with saturation density 0 = 0.153 fm −3 , but also the binding energy, proton-mixing ratio, and density distributions of proton and neutron for normal nuclei [2] . For the scalar meson couplings for hyperons (Y ), the potential depths of the , − , and − in symmetric nuclear matter are taken to be U N ( 0 ) = −27MeV, U N − ( 0 ) = 23.5 MeV, and U N − ( 0 ) = −16 MeV, following the phenomenological analyses from the recent hypernuclear experiments [6] . The g K is related to the K − optical potential depth U K [=−(g K + g K 0 )] in symmetric nuclear matter. We consider three cases: U K =−80 MeV (weakly attractive), −120 MeV (moderately attractive), and −180 MeV (extremely attractive). See [4] for details of the parameters.
Outline of multi-strangeness nuclei and Y +K phase
With regard to multi-strangeness nuclei (abbreviated to MSN), several K − mesons are supposed to be put into a reference nucleus with the mass number A and the number of protons Z. The number of initially input K − mesons is denoted as |S|. Under the strangeness conservation, part of the strangeness |S| initially carried by the K − mesons is taken over by hyperons through 
Numerical results

Muti-strangeness nuclei
We summarize, in Fig. 1, the It is to be noted that the MKN with no hyperon-mixing [2] should be considered as the higher energy state. In the case of the MKN, the protons are attracted to the K − mesons lying around the center due to the I = 0K − N interaction, so that both protons and K − mesons become dense around the center of the MKN with c = (3 − 4) 0 [2] . As a result, the binding energy per unit of |S|, B/|S| (≡ m K − E/|S|), amounts to several tens of MeV for U K = −80 MeV and ∼100 MeV for U K = −120 MeV.
Kaon condensation in hyperonic matter (Y +K phase)
In Fig. 2a, In Fig. 2b , the energy per baryon for the Y +K phase (solid line) is shown as function of B for U K = −120 MeV, together with the one in hyperonic matter without kaon condensation and the one in nucleon matter. Once kaon condensation occurs in hyperonic matter, it leads to significant softening of the EOS as a result of both the effect of attraction coming from the s-wave K − -B interaction and the effect of avoiding N-N repulsion by mixing of hyperons.
Concluding remarks
It depends upon the magnitude of the K − -B attraction simulated by U K whether kaon condensation occurs in hyperonic matter. Recently neutron stars with mass as much as 2M have been observed [7] . If the EOS with the Y +K phase is to be consistent with these observations, primary effects of stiffening the EOS of the Y +K phase at high densities should be taken into account. For example, many-body forces between baryons such as universal three-body repulsions between baryons may be indispensable [8] . It is also interesting to consider anti-symmetrization effect for baryons beyond the present Hartree approximation through introduction of tensor coupling of vector mesons [9] .
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